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Non-Abelian Seiberg-Witten Theory and stable
oriented pairs
Andrei Teleman∗
0 Introduction
The aim of this paper is to develop a systematic theory of non-abelian Seiberg-
Witten equations. The equations we introduce and study are associated with
a SpinG(4)-structure on a 4-manifold, where G is a closed subgroup of the
unitary group U(V ) containing the central involution −idV . We call these
equations the G-monopole equations. For G = S1, one recovers the classical
(abelian) Seiberg-Witten equations [W], and the case G = Sp(1) corresponds to
the ”quaternionic monopole equations” introduced in [OT5]. Fixing the deter-
minant of the connection component in the U(2)-monopole equations, one gets
the so called PU(2)-monopole equations, which should be regarded as a twisted
version of quaternionic monopole equations and will be extensively studied in
the second part of this paper.
It is known ([OT4], [OT5], [PT2]) that the most natural way to prove the
equivalence between Donaldson theory and Seiberg-Witten theory is to consider
a suitable moduli space of non-abelian monopoles. In [OT5] it was shown that
an S1-quotient of a moduli space of quaternionic monopoles should give an
homological equivalence between a fibration over a union of Seiberg-Witten
moduli spaces and a fibration over certain Spinc-moduli spaces [PT1].
By the same method, but using moduli spaces of PU(2)-monopoles instead
of quaternionic monopoles, one should be able to express any Donaldson polyno-
mial invariant in terms of Seiberg-Witten invariants associated with the twisted
abelian monopole equations of [OT6].
The idea can be extended to get information about the Donaldson theories
associated with an arbitrary symmetry group G, by relating the corresponding
polynomial invariants to Seiberg-Witten-type invariants associated with smaller
symmetry groups. One has only to consider a suitable moduli space of G-
monopoles and to notice that this moduli space contains distinguished closed
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subspaces of ”reducible solutions”. The reducible solutions with trivial spinor-
component can be identified with G-instantons, and all the others reductions
can be regarded as monopoles associated to a smaller group.
It is important to point out that, if the base manifold is a Ka¨hler surface one
has Kobayashi-Hitchin-type correspondences (see [D], [DK], [K], [LT] for the in-
stanton case) which give a complex geometric description of the moduli spaces
of SU(2), U(2) or PU(2)-monopoles (see section 2). The first two cases were
already studied in [OT5] and [OT1]. In the algebraic case one can explicitly
compute such moduli spaces of non-abelian monopoles and prove the existence
of a projective compactification. The points corresponding to instantons and
abelian monopoles can be easily identified (see also [OST]).
The theory has interesting extensions to manifolds of other dimensions. On
Riemann surfaces for instance, one can use moduli spaces of PU(2)-monopoles
to reduce the computation of the volume or the Chern numbers of a moduli
space of semistable rank 2- bundles to computations on the symmetric powers
of the base, which occur in the moduli space of PU(2)-monopoles as subspaces
of abelian reductions.
The present paper is divided into two parts: The first deals with the general
theory of SpinG-structures and G-monopole equations. We give classification
theorems for SpinG-structures in principal bundles, and an explicit description
of the set of equivalence classes in the cases G = SU(2), U(2), PU(2). Af-
terwards we introduce the G-monopole equations in a natural way by coupling
the Dirac harmonicity condition for a pair formed by a connection and a spinor,
with the vanishing condition for a generalized moment map. This first part ends
with a section dedicated to the concept of reducible solutions of the G-monopole
equations. Describing the moduli spaces of G-monopoles around the reducible
loci is the first step in order to express the Donaldson invariants associated with
the symmetry group G in terms of Seiberg-Witten-type reductions.
In the second part of the paper, we give a complex geometric interpretation
of the moduli spaces of PU(2)-monopoles in terms of stable oriented pairs, by
proving a Kobayashi-Hitchin type correspondence. Using this result, we describe
a simple example of moduli space of PU(2)-monopoles on P2, which illustrates
in a concrete case how our moduli spaces can be used to relate Donaldson and
Seiberg-Witten invariants.
In order to be able to give general explicit formulas relating the Donaldson
polynomial invariants to Seiberg-Witten invariants, it remains to construct S1-
equivariant smooth perturbations of the moduli spaces of PU(2)-monopoles, to
construct an Uhlenbeck compactification of the perturbed moduli spaces, and
finally to give explicit descriptions of the ends of the (perturbed) moduli spaces.
The first two problems are treated in [T1], [T2]. Note that the proof of
the corresponding transversality results for other moduli spaces of non-abelian
connections coupled with harmonic spinors ([PT1], [PT2]) are not complete
([T1]). The third problem, as well as generalizations to larger symmetry groups
will be treated in a future paper.
I thank Prof. Christian Okonek for encouraging me to write this paper, as
well as for the careful reading of the text and his valuable suggestions.
1 G-Monopoles on 4-manifolds
1.1 The group SpinG and SpinG-structures
1.1.1 SpinG-structures in principal bundles
Let G ⊂ U(V ) be a closed subgroup of the unitary group of a Hermitian vector
space V , suppose that G contains the central involution −idV , and denote by
g ⊂ u(V ) the Lie algebra of G. We put
SpinG := Spin×Z2 G .
By definition we get the following fundamental exact sequences:
1 −→ Spin −→ SpinG δ−→ G/Z2 −→ 1
1 −→ G −→ SpinG pi−→ SO −→ 1
1 −→ Z2 −→ SpinG (pi,δ)−−−→ SO ×G
/
Z2
−→ 1
(∗)
Note first that there are well defined morphisms
adG : Spin
G −→ O(g) , AdG : SpinG −→ Aut(G)
induced by the morphisms ad : G −→ O(g) and Ad : G −→ Aut(G).
If PG is principal SpinG-bundle, we denote by G(PG), |g(PG) the fibre bun-
dles PG ×AdG G, PG ×adG g. The group of sections
G(PG) := Γ(G(PG))
in G(PG) can be identified with the group of bundle-automorphisms of PG over
the SO-bundle PG×pi SO. After a suitable Sobolev completion G(PG) becomes
a Hilbert Lie group, whose Lie algebra is the corresponding Sobolev completion
of Γ(|g(PG)).
We put also
δ(PG) := PG ×δ
(
G/
Z2
)
.
Note that G(PG) can be identified with the bundle δ(PG) ×A¯d G associated
with the G
/
Z2
-bundle δ(PG).
Let P a principal SO(n)-bundle over a topological space X . A SpinG(n)-
structure in P is a bundle morphisms PG −→ P of type π, where PG is a
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principal SpinG(n)-bundle overX . Equivalently, a SpinG(n)-structure in P can
be regarded as a pair consisting of a SpinG(n)-bundle PG and an orientation
preserving linear isometry
γ : P ×SO(n) Rn −→ PG ×pi Rn
(called the Clifford map of the structure).
Two SpinG-structures PG0
σ0−−→ P , PG1 σ1−−→ P in P are called equivalent, if
the SpinG bundles PG0 , P
G
1 are isomorphic over P .
If (X, g) is an oriented Riemannian n-manifold, a SpinG(n)-structure in X
is a SpinG(n)-structure PG −→ Pg in the bundle Pg of oriented g-orthonormal
coframes of X . This is equivalent with the data of a pair (PG, γ), where PG is
a SpinG(n)-bundle and γ : Λ1X
≃−→ PG ×pi Rn is a linear orientation-preserving
isometry. Here Λ1X stands for the cotangent bundle of X , endowed with the
dual SO(n)-structure.
Let X be a fixed paracompact topological space. Note that there is a natural
map H1(X,G/Z2)−→H2(X,Z2), which we denote by w. If G = Spin(k), w
coincides with the usual morphism w2 defined on the set of SO(k)-bundles. By
the third exact sequence in (∗) we get the following simple classification result
Proposition 1.1.1 The map PG 7−→ (PG ×pi SO, δ(PG)) defines a surjection
of the set of isomorphism classes of SpinG-bundles onto the set of isomorphism
classes of pairs (P,∆) consisting of an SO-bundle and a G
/
Z2
-bundle satisfying
w2(P )+w(∆) = 0. Two Spin
G-bundles have the same image if and only if they
are congruent modulo the natural action of H1(X,Z2) in H
1(X,SpinG).
Proof: Indeed, the natural morphism H1(X,SO × G/Z2) −→ H2(X,Z2) is
given by (P,∆) 7−→ (w2(P ) + w(∆)).
For instance, we have the following result
Proposition 1.1.2 Let X be a 4-manifold. The group H1(X,Z2) acts trivially
on the set of (equivalence classes of) Spinc(4)-bundles over X. Equivalence
classes of Spinc(4)-bundles over X are classified by pairs (P,∆) consisting of
an SO(4)-bundle P and an S1-bundle ∆ with w2(P ) + w2(∆) = 0.
Proof: Using the identification (see [OT1], [OT3])
Spinc(4) = {(a, b) ∈ U(2)× U(2)| det a = det b} ,
we get an exact sequence
1 −→ Spinc(4) −→ U(2)× U(2) −→ S1 −→ 1 .
Using this, one can prove that, on 4-manifolds, the data of an (equivalence
class of) Spinc(4)-bundles is equivalent to the data of a pair of U(2)-bundles
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having isomorphic determinant line bundles. The action of H1(X,Z2) is given
by tensoring with flat line bundles with structure group Z2. The Chern class of
such line bundles is 2-torsion, hence the assertion follows from the classification
of unitary vector bundles on 4-manifolds in terms of Chern classes.
The classification of the SpinG-structures in a given SO-bundle P is a more
delicate problem.
Proposition 1.1.3 Fix a SpinG-structure σ : PG −→ P in P . Then the set
of equivalence classes of SpinG-structures in P can be identified with the coho-
mology set H1(X,G(PG)) of the sheaf of sections in the bundle G(PG).
Recall that G(PG) can be identified with the bundle δ(PG)×A¯dG associated
with the G
/
Z2
-bundle δ(PG).
Therefore we get the exact sequence of bundles of groups
1 −→ Z2 −→ G(PG) −→ δ(PG)×Ad
(
G/
Z2
)
−→ 1 .
The third term coincides with the gauge group of automorphisms of δ(PG).
The cohomology set H1
(
X, δ(PG)×A¯d
(
G/
Z2
))
of the associated sheaf coin-
cides with the pointed set of (equivalence classes of) G
/
Z2
-bundles over X with
distinguished element δ(PG). This shows that H
1(X,G(PG))/
H1(X,Z2)
can
be identified with the set of G
/
Z2
-bundles ∆ with w(∆) = w(δ(PG)). Therefore
Proposition 1.1.4 The map
(σ : PG −→ P ) 7−→ δ(PG)
is a surjection of the set of (equivalence classes of) SpinG-structures in P onto
the set of G
/
Z2
-bundles ∆ satisfying w(∆)+w2(P ) = 0. Two Spin
G-structures
have the same image if and only if they are congruent modulo the natural action
of H1(X,Z2).
Proposition 1.1.2 and the proposition below show that the classification of
SpinG-structures in the SO-bundle P is in general different from the classi-
fication of SpinG-bundles with associated SO-bundle isomorphic to P .
Proposition 1.1.5
1. If G = S1 then SpinS
1
= Spinc, G(PG) = X × S1, hence the set of
Spinc-structures in P is a H1(X,S1) = H2(X,Z)-torsor if it is non-empty.
The H1(X,Z2)-action in the set of Spin
c-structures in P , factorizes through a
Tors2H
2(X,Z)-action, which is free and whose orbits coincide with the fibres of
the determinant map (σ : P c −→ P ) 7−→ δ(P c).
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2. Suppose that X is a 4-manifold, P is an SO-bundle over X and that G is
one of the following:
a) SU(r), r ≥ 2, b) U(r), r ≥ 2, r even. c) Sp(r), r ≥ 1.
Then H1(X,Z2) acts trivially in the set of Spin
G-structures in P , hence
the classification of SpinG-structures in P reduces to the classification of G
/
Z2
-
bundles over X.
Proof:
1. The first assertion follows immediately from Propositions 1.1.3 and 1.1.4.
2. Let σi : P
G
i −→ P , i = 0, 1 be two SpinG-structures in P . We consider the
locally trivial bundle IsoP (P
G
1 , P
G
0 ) whose fibre in x ∈ X consists of isomor-
phism ρx : (P
G
1 )x −→ (PG0 )x of right SpinG-spaces which make the following
diagram commutative.
(PG1 )x
ρx−→ (PG0 )x
σ0x ց ւ σ1x
Px
IsoP (P
G
1 , P
G
0 ) is a principal bundle in the sense of Grothendieck with struc-
ture group bundle G(PG0 ). The Spin
G-structures σi are equivalent if and
only if IsoP (P
G
1 , P
G
0 ) admits a section. Consider first the case G = SU(r)
(r ≥ 2) or Sp(r) (r ≥ 1). Since πi
(
[IsoP (P
G
1 , P
G
0 )]x
)
= 0 for i ≤ 2 and
π3
(
[IsoP (P
G
1 , P
G
0 )]x
)
can be canonically identified with Z, the obstruction o(σ1, σ0)
to the existence of such a section is an element in H4(X,Z). Assume now that
σ1 = λσ0 for some λ ∈ H1(X,Z2) and let p : X˜ −→ X the cover associated to
kerλ ⊂ π1(X). It is easy to see that one has o(p∗(σ1), p∗(σ0)) = p∗(o(σ1, σ0)).
But, since p∗(λ) = 0, we get p∗(σ1) = p∗(σ0) hence o(p∗(σ1), p∗(σ0)) = 0. Since
p∗ : H4(X,Z) −→ H4(X˜,Z) is injective for a 4-manifoldX , the assertion follows
immediately.
Finally consider G = U(r). When r ≥ 2 is even, the determinant map
U(r) −→ S1 induces a morphism SpinU(r) −→ S1. If σ1 = λσ0, then there
is a natural identification PG1 ×det S1 = PG0 ×det S1, hence, denoting this line
bundle by L, we get a subbundle IsoP,L(P
G
1 , P
G
0 ) of IsoP (P
G
1 , P
G
0 ) consisting
fibrewise of isomorphisms (PG1 )x −→ (PG0 )x over Px × Lx. Since the standard
fibre of IsoP,L(P
G
1 , P
G
0 ) is SU(r), the same argument as above shows that this
bundle admits a section, hence σ1 and σ0 are equivalent.
1.1.2 SpinG(4)-structures on 4-manifolds and spinor bundles
Let H± be two copies of the quaternionic skewfield, regarded as right quater-
nionic vector spaces. The canonical left actions of Sp(1) in H± define an or-
thogonal representation of the group
Spin(4) = Sp(1)× Sp(1) = SU(2)× SU(2)
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in H ≃ HomH(H+,H−), which gives the standard identification
SU(2)× SU(2)/
Z2
= SO(H) = SO(4)
Therefore, the group SpinG(4) = SU(2)× SU(2)×G/Z2 comes with 2 uni-
tary representations
λ± : SpinG(4) −→ U(H± ⊗C V )
obtained by coupling the natural representation of G in V with the spinorial
representations p± : Spin(4) = SU(2)× SU(2) −→ SU(2).
There are well defined adjoint morphisms
ad± : SpinG(4) −→ O(su(2)) , Ad± : SpinG(4) −→ Aut(SU(2))
induced by the projections p± and the corresponding adjoint representations
associated with the Lie group SU(2). If PG is a SpinG(4)-bundle, we denote
by ad±(PG), Ad±(PG) the corresponding bundles with fibres su(2), SU(2)
associated with PG. The spinor vector bundles associated with a SpinG(4)-
bundle PG are defined by
Σ± = Σ±(PG) := PG ×λ± (H± ⊗C V ) ,
The bundles ad±(PG), |g(PG) are real subbundles of the endomorphism bun-
dle EndC(Σ
±). The bundle G(PG) acts fibrewise unitarily in the bundles Σ±.
On the other hand, the identification H ≃ HomH(H+,H−) defines a real embed-
ding
PG ×pi H −→ HomG(PG)(Σ+,Σ−) ⊂ HomC(Σ+,Σ−) (1)
of the SO(4)-vector bundle PG ×pi H in the bundle HomG(PG)(Σ+,Σ−) of C-
linear morphisms Σ+ −→ Σ− which commute with the G(PG)-action.
The data of a SpinG(4)-structure with principal bundle PG on an oriented
Riemannian 4-manifold X is equivalent to the data of an orientation-preserving
isomorphism Λ1X
γ−→ PG ×pi H, which defines (via the monomorphism in (1))
a Clifford multiplication (Λ1 ⊗ C) ⊗ Σ+ −→ Σ− commuting with the G(PG)
actions in Σ±. Moreover, as in the classical Spinc(4) case [OT1], [OT3], we also
have induced identifications (which multiply the norms by 2)
Γ : Λ2± −→ ad±(PG) .
1.1.3 Examples
1. Spinc(4)-structures:
The group Spinc(4) := SpinU(1)(4) can be identified with the subgroup
G2 := {(a, b) ∈ U(2)× U(2)| det a = det b}
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of U(2)×U(2). Via this identification, the map δ : Spinc(4) −→ S1 ≃ S1/Z2 in
the exact sequence
1 −→ Spin(4) −→ Spinc(4) δ−→ S1 −→ 1
is given by the formula δ(a, b) = det a = det b. The spinor bundles come with
identifications
detΣ+
≃→ detΣ− ≃→ P c ×δ C .
The SO(4)-vector bundle P c×piH associated with a Spinc(4)-bundle P c can
be identified with the bundle RSU(Σ+Σ−) ⊂ Hom(Σ+,Σ−) of real multiples of
isometries of determinant 1.
Using these facts, it easy to see that a Spinc(4)-structure can be recovered
from the data of the spinor bundles, the identification between the determinant
line bundles and the Clifford map. More precisely
Proposition 1.1.6 The data of a Spinc(4)-structure in the SO(4)-bundle P
over X is equivalent to the data of a triple consisting of:
i) A pair of U(2)-vector bundles Σ±.
ii) A unitary isomorphism detΣ+
ι→ detΣ−.
iii) An orientation-preserving linear isometry
γ : P ×SO(4) R4 → RSU(Σ+,Σ−) .
Proof: Given a triple (Σ±, ι, γ), we define P c to be the manifold over X
P c :=
{
[x, (e+1 , e
+
2 ), (e
−
1 , e
−
2 )]| x ∈ X, (e±1 , e±2 ) an orthonormal basis in Σ±x ,
ι∗(e+1 ∧ e+2 ) = e−1 ∧ e−2
}
.
Every triple [x, (e+1 , e
+
2 ), (e
−
1 , e
−
2 )] ∈ P cx defines an orthonormal orientation-
compatible basis in RSU(Σ+x ,Σ
−
x ) which is given with respect to the frames
(e±1 , e
±
2 ) by the Pauli matrices. Using the isomorphism γ, we get a bundle
morphism from P c onto the orthonormal oriented frame bundle of P ×SO(4)R4,
which can be canonically identified with P .
Let P be a principal SO(4)-bundle, P c
c0−→ P a fixed Spinc(4)-structure in
P , Σ± the associated spinor bundles, and
γ0 : P ×SO(4) R4 −→ P c ×pi H = RSU(Σ+,Σ−)
the corresponding Clifford map. For everym ∈ H2(X,Z) let Lm be a Hermitian
line bundle of Chern classm. The fixed identification detΣ+ ≃−→ detΣ− induces
an identification detΣ+ ⊗ Lm ≃−→ detΣ− ⊗ Lm, and the map
γm : P ×SO(4) R4 −→ RSU(Σ+ ⊗ Lm,Σ− ⊗ Lm) , γm(η) := γ0(η)⊗ idLm
is the Clifford map of a Spinc(4)-structure cm in P whose spinor bundles are
Σ± ⊗ Lm.
Using the results in the previous section (see also [H], [OT1], [OT6]) we get
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Proposition 1.1.7
i) An SO(4)-bundle P admits a Spinc(4)-structure iff w2(P ) admits integral
lifts.
ii) The set of isomorphism classes of Spinc(4)-structures in an SO(4)- bundle
P is either empty or is an H2(X,Z)-torsor. If γ0 is a fixed Spin
c(4)-structure
in the SO(4)-bundle P , then the map m 7−→ cm defines a bijection between
H2(X,Z) and the set of (equivalence classes of) Spinc(4)-structures in P .
iii) [HH] If (X, g) is a compact oriented Riemannian 4-manifold, then w2(Pg)
admits integral lifts. In particular any compact oriented Riemannian 4-manifold
admits Spinc(4)-structures
2. Spinh(4)-structures:
The quaternionic spin group is defined by Spinh := SpinSp(1). By the
classification results 1.1.4., 1.1.5 we get
Proposition 1.1.8 Let P be an SO-bundle over a compact oriented 4-manifold
X. The map [
σ : P h −→ P ] 7−→ [δ(P h)]
defines a 1-1 correspondence between the set of isomorphism classes of Spinh-
structures in P and the set of isomorphism classes of PU(2)-bundles P¯ over X
with w2(P¯ ) = w2(P ). The latter set can be identified ([DK], p.41) with
{p ∈ Z| p ≡ w2(P )2 mod 4}
via the Pontrjagin class-map.
In dimension 4, the group Spinh(4) can be identified with the quotient
SU(2)× SU(2)× SU(2)/{±(id, id, id)} ,
hence there is an exact sequence
1 −→ Z2 −→ SU(2)× SU(2)× SU(2) −→ Spinh(4) −→ 1 . (2)
Let G3 be the group
G3 := {(a, b, c) ∈ U(2)× U(2)× U(2)| det a = det b = det c}
We have an exact sequence
1 −→ S1 −→ G3 −→ Spinh(4) −→ 1
extending the exact sequence (2). If X is any manifold, the induced map
H1(X,Spinh(4)) −→ H2(X, S1) = H3(X,Z) factorizes as
H1(X,Spinh(4))
pi−→ H1(X,SO(4)) w2−→ H2(X,Z2) −→ H2(X,S1) .
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Therefore a Spinh(4)-bundle P h admits anG3-reduction iff the second Stiefel-
Whitney class w2(P
h ×pi SO(4)) of the associated SO(4)-bundle admits an in-
tegral lift. On the other hand, the data of a G3-structure in a SO(4)-bundle P
is equivalent to the data of a triple consisting of a Spinc(4)-structure P c −→ P
in P , a U(2)-bundle E, and an isomorphism
P c ×δ C ≃−→ detE .
Therefore ( see [OT5]),
Proposition 1.1.9 Let P be a principal SO(4)-bundle whose second Stiefel-
Whitney class w2(P ) admits an integral lift. There is a 1-1 correspondence
between isomorphism classes of Spinh(4)-structures in P and equivalence classes
of triples consisting of a Spinc(4)-structure P c −→ P in P , a U(2)-bundle E,
and an isomorphism P c ×δ C ≃−→ detE.
Two triples are equivalent if, after tensoring the first with an S1-bundle, they
become isomorphic over P .
Let us identify SU(2)× SU(2)/Z2 with SO(4) = SO(H) as explained above,
and denote by
πij : Spin
h −→ SO(4) 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 3
the three epimorphisms associated with the three projections of the product
SU(2)× SU(2)× SU(2) onto SU(2)× SU(2). Note that π12 = π. The spinor
bundles Σ±(P h) associated with a principal Spinh(4)-bundle P h are
Σ+(P h) = P h ×pi13 C4 , Σ−(P h) = P h ×pi23 C4
This shows in particular that the Hermitian 4-bundles Σ±(P h) come with a
real structure and compatible trivializations of det(Σ±(P h)).
Suppose now that the Spinh(4)-bundle P h admits aG3-lifting , consider the
associated triple (P c, E, P c ×δ C ≃−→ detE), and let Σ± be the spinor bundles
associated with P c. The spinor bundles Σ±(P h) of P h and the automorphism-
bundle G(P h) can be be expressed in terms of the G3-reduction as follows
Σ±(P h) = [Σ±]∨ ⊗ E = Σ± ⊗ E∨ , G(P h) = SU(E) .
Moreover, the associated PU(2)-bundle δ(P h) = P h ×δ PU(2) is naturally
isomorphic to the S1-quotient of the unitary frame bundle PE of E.
3. SpinU(2)-structures:
Consider the U(2) spin group
SpinU(2) := Spin×Z2 U(2) ,
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and let p : U(2) −→ PU(2) be the canonical projection. The map
p× det : U(2) −→ PU(2)× S1
induces an isomorphism U(2)
/
{±id} = PU(2) × S1. Therefore the map δ :
SpinU(2) −→ U(2)/{±id} can be written as a pair (δ¯, det) consisting of a
PU(2)− and an S1-valued morphism. We have exact sequences
1 −→ Spin −→ SpinU(2) (δ¯,det)−−−−−→ PU(2)× S1 −→ 1
1 −→ U(2) −→ SpinU(2) pi−→ SO −→ 1
1 −→ Z2 −→ SpinU(2) (pi,δ¯,det)−−−−−−→ SO × PU(2)× S1 −→ 1
1 −→ SU(2) −→ SpinU(2) (pi,det)−−−−−→ SO × S1 −→ 1 .
(3)
Let Pu −→ P be a SpinU(2)-structure in a SO-bundle P over X .
An important role will be played by the subbundles
G0(P
u) := Pu ×AdU(2) SU(2) , |g0(Pu) := Pu ×AdU(2) su(2)
of G(Pu) = Pu ×AdU(2) U(2), |g(Pu) := Pu ×AdU(2) u(2) respectively. The group
of sections
G0(Pu) := Γ(X,G0(Pu))
in G0(P
u) can be identified with the group of automorphisms of Pu over the
SO × S1-bundle P ×X (Pu ×det S1).
By Propositions 1.1.4, 1.1.5 we get
Proposition 1.1.10 Let P be a principal SO-bundle, P¯ a PU(2)-bundle, and
L a Hermitian line bundle over X.
i) P admits a SpinU(2)-structure Pu → P with
Pu ×δ¯ PU(2) ≃ P¯ , Pu ×det C ≃ L
iff w2(P ) = w2(P¯ ) + c1(L), where c1(L) is the mod 2 reduction of c1(L) .
ii) If the base X is a compact oriented 4-manifold, then the map
Pu 7−→ ([Pu ×δ¯ PU(2)], [Pu ×det C])
defines a 1-1 correspondence between the set of isomorphism classes of SpinU(2)-
structures in P and the set of pairs of isomorphism classes ([P¯ ], [L]), where P¯
is a PU(2)-bundle and L an S1-bundle with w2(P ) = w2(P¯ )+ c1(L). The latter
set can be identified with
{(p, c) ∈ H4(X,Z)×H2(X,Z)| p ≡ (w2(P ) + c¯)2 mod 4}
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The group SpinU(2)(4) = SU(2)× SU(2)× U(2)/{±(id, id, id)} fits in the
exact sequence
1 −→ S1 −→ G˜3 −→ SpinU(2)(4) −→ 1 ,
where
G˜3 := {(a, b, c) ∈ U(2)× U(2)× U(2)| det a = det b} .
and a SpinU(2)(4)-bundle Pu admits a G˜3-reduction iff w2(P
u ×pi SO(4)) has
integral lifts. Therefore, as in Proposition 1.1.9, we get
Proposition 1.1.11 Let P be an SO(4)-bundle whose second Stiefel-Whitney
class admits integral lifts.
There is a 1-1 correspondence between isomorphism classes of SpinU(2)-
structures in P and equivalence classes of pairs consisting of a Spinc(4)-structure
P c −→ P in P and a U(2)-bundle E. Two pairs are considered equivalent if,
after tensoring the first one with a line bundle, they become isomorphic over P .
Suppose that the SpinU(2)(4)-bundle Pu admits an G˜3-lifting, let (P
c, E)
be the pair associated with this reduction, and let Σ± be the spinor bundles
associated with P c. Then the associated bundles Σ±(Pu), δ¯(Pu), det(Pu),
G(Pu), G0(P
u) can be expressed in terms of the pair (P c, E) as follows:
Σ±(Pu) = [Σ±]∨ ⊗ E = Σ± ⊗ (E∨ ⊗ [det(Pu)]) , δ¯(Pu) ≃ PE/
S1
,
det(Pu) ≃ det(P c)−1 ⊗ (detE) , G(Pu) = U(E), |g(Pu) = u(E) ,
G0(P
u) = SU(E), |g0(P
u) = su(E) .
1.2 The G-monopole equations
1.2.1 Moment maps for families of complex structures
Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold, and J ⊂ A0(so(TM )) a family of complex
structures onM with the property that (M, g, J) is a Ka¨hler manifold, for every
J ∈ J . We denote by ωJ the Ka¨hler form of this Ka¨hler manifold. Let G be a
compact Lie group acting onM by isometries with are holomorphic with respect
to any J ∈ J . Let U be a fixed subspace of A0(so(TM )) containing the family
J , and suppose for simplicity that U is finite dimensional. We define the total
Ka¨hler form ωJ ∈ A2(U∨) by the formula
〈ωJ , u〉 = g(u(·), ·) .
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Definition 1.2.1 Suppose that the total Ka¨hler form is closed and G-invariant.
A map µ : M −→ Hom(g, U∨) for will be called a J -moment map for the G-
action in X if the following two identities hold
1. µ(ag) = (adg ⊗ idU∨)(µ(a)) ∀ a ∈M, g ∈ G.
2. d(〈µ, α〉) = ια#ωJ in A1(U∨) ∀ α ∈ g, where α# denotes the vector field
associated with α.
In many cases g comes with a natural ad-invariant euclidean metric. A map
µ : M −→ g⊗ U will be called also a moment map if its composition with the
morphism g ⊗ U −→ g∨ ⊗ U∨ defined by the euclidean structures in g and U
is a moment map in the above sense. Similarly, the total Ka¨hler form can be
regarded (at least in the finite dimensional case) as an element in ωJ ∈ A2(U).
Note that if µ is a moment map with respect to J , then for every J ∈ J
the map µJ := 〈µ, J〉 : M −→ g∨ is a moment map for the G-action in X with
respect to the symplectic structure ωJ .
Remark 1.2.2 Suppose that the total Ka¨hler form ωJ is G-invariant and closed.
Let µ : M −→ Hom(g, U∨) be a J -moment map for a free G-action and sup-
pose that µ is a submersion at every point in µ−1(0). Then ωJ descend to a
closed U∨-valued 2-form on the quotient manifold µ
−1(0)/
G. In particular, in
this case, all the 2-forms ωJ descend to closed 2-formes on this quotient, but
they may be degenerate.
Examples:
1. Hyperka¨hler manifolds:
Let (M, g, (J1, J2, J3)) be a hyperka¨hler manifold [HKLR]. The three com-
plex structures J1, J2, J3 span a sub-Lie algebra U ⊂ A0(so(TM )) naturally
isomorphic to su(2). Suppose for simplicity that V ol(M) = 1. The sphere
S(U,
√
2) ⊂ U of radius √2 contains the three complex structures and for any
J ∈ S(U,√2) we get a Ka¨hler manifold (M, g, J). Suppose that G acts on M
preserving the hyperka¨hler structure. A hyperka¨hler moment map µ : M −→
g⊗su(2) in the sense of [HKLR] can be regarded as a moment map with respect
to the family S(U,
√
2) in the sense above. If the assumptions in the Remark
above are fulfilled, then the forms (ωJ )J∈S(U,√2) descend to symplectic forms
on the quotient µ
−1(0)/
G, which can be endowed with a natural hyperka¨hler
structure in this way [HKLR].
2. Linear hyperka¨hler spaces:
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Let G be a compact Lie group and G ⊂ U(W ) a unitary representation of
G. A moment map for the G-action on W is given by
µG(w) = −Prg
(
i
2
(w ⊗ w¯)
)
where Prg : u(W ) −→ g = g∨ is the projection g →֒ u(V ). Any other moment
map can be obtained by adding a constant central element in g.
In the special case of the standard left action of SU(2) in C2, we denote by
µ0 the associated moment map. This is given by
µ0(x) = − i
2
(x⊗ x¯)0 ,
where (x⊗x¯)0 denotes the trace-free component of the Hermitian endomorphism
x⊗ x¯.
Consider now the scalar extension M := H ⊗C W . Left multiplications
by quaternionic units define a G-invariant hyperka¨hler structure in M . The
corresponding family of complex structures is parametrized by the radius
√
2-
sphere S in the space of imaginary quaternions identified with su(2).
Define the quadratic map µ0,G : H⊗C W −→ su(2)⊗ g by
µ0,G(Ψ) = Pr[su(2)⊗g](Ψ ⊗ Ψ¯) .
It acts on tensor monomials by
x⊗ w µ0G7−→ −4µ0(x) ⊗ µG(w) ∈ su(2)⊗ g ⊂ Herm(H⊗C W ) .
It is easy to see that − 12µ0,G is a moment map for the G action in M with
respect to the linear hyperka¨hler structure in M introduced above.
3. Spaces of spinors:
Let PG be SpinG(4)-bundle over a compact Riemannian manifold (X, g).
The corresponding spinor bundles Σ±(PG) have H± ⊗C V as standard fibres.
Any section J ∈ Γ(X,S(ad±(PG),
√
2)) in the radius
√
2-sphere bundle associ-
ated to ad±(PG) gives a complex (and hence a Ka¨hler) structure inA0(Σ±(PG)).
Therefore (after suitable Sobolev completions) the space of sections
Γ(X,S(ad±(PG),
√
2))
can be regarded as a family of Ka¨hler structures in the space of sectionsA0(Σ±(PG))
endowed with the standard L2-Euclidean metric. Define a quadratic map µ0,G :
A0(Σ±(PG)) −→ A0(ad±(PG) ⊗ |g) by sending an element Ψ ∈ A0(Σ±(PG))
to the section in ad±(PG) ⊗ |g given by the fibrewise projection of Ψ ⊗ Ψ¯ ∈
A0(Herm(Σ±(PG))).
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Then− 12µ0,G : A0(Σ±(PG)) −→ A0(ad±(PG)⊗|g) ⊂ Hom(A0(|g), A0(ad±(PG)∨)
can be regarded as a Γ(X,S(ad±(PG),
√
2))-moment map for the natural action
of the gauge group G.
4. Spaces of connections on a 4-manifold:
Let (X, g) be a compact oriented Riemannian 4-manifold, G ⊂ U(r) a com-
pact Lie group, and P a principal G-bundle over X . The space of connections
A(P ) is an euclidean affine space modelled on A1(ad(P )), and the gauge group
G := Γ(X,P ×Ad G) acts from the left by L2-isometries. The space of al-
most complex structures in X compatible with the metric and the orientation
can be identified with space of sections in the sphere bundle S(Λ2+,
√
2) un-
der the map which associates to an almost complex structure J the Ka¨hler
form ωJ := g(·, J(·)) [AHS]. On the other hand any almost complex structure
J ∈ Γ(X,S(Λ2+,
√
2)) induces a gauge invariant integrable complex structure in
the affine space A(P ) by identifying A1(ad(P )) with A01J (ad(P )C).
The total Ka¨hler form of this family is the element Ω ∈ A2A(P )(A2+,X) given
by
Ω(α, β) = Tr(α ∧ β)+ ,
where α, β ∈ A1(ad(P )).
Consider the map F+ : A(P ) −→ A0(ad(P )⊗Λ2X,+) ⊂ Hom(A0(ad(P )), (A2+)∨)
given by A 7−→ F+A . It satisfies the equivariance property 1. in Definition 1.2.1.
Moreover, for every A ∈ A(P ), α ∈ A1(ad(P )) = TA(A(P )), ϕ ∈ A0(ad(P )) =
Lie(G) and ω ∈ A2+ we have (denoting by δ the exterior derivative on A(P ))
〈
(ιϕ#Ω)(α) − 〈δA(F+)(α), ϕ〉, ω
〉
= 〈d+[Tr(ϕ ∧ α)], ω〉 =
∫
X
Tr(ϕ ∧ α) ∧ dω .
This formula means that the second condition in Definition 1.2.1. holds up to
1-forms on A(P ) with values in the subspace im[d+ : A1X → A2X,+]. Let Ω¯ be
the image of Ω in A2A(P )
[
A2X,+
/
im(d+)
]
. Putting
AASDreg = {A ∈ A(P )| F+A = 0, GA = Z(G), H0A = H2A = 0}
we see that Ω¯ descends to a closed
[
A2X,+
/
im(d+)
]
-valued 2-form [Ω¯] on the
moduli space of regular anti-selfdual connections MASDreg := A
ASD
reg
/
G . Thus we
may consider the map F+ as a Γ(X,S(Λ2+,
√
2))-moment map modulo d+-exact
forms for the action of the gauge group on A(P ).
Note that in the case G = SU(2) taking L2-scalar product of 18pi2 [Ω¯] with a
harmonic selfdual form ω ∈ H2+ defines a de Rham representant of Donaldson’s
µ-class associated with the Poncare´ dual of [ω].
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The following simple consequence of the above observations can be regarded
as the starting point of Seiberg-Witten theory.
Remark 1.2.3 The data of a SpinG(4)-structure in the Riemannian manifold
(X, g) gives an isometric isomorphism 12Γ : Λ
2
+ −→ ad+(PG). In particu-
lar we get an identification between the two familes Γ(X,S(ad+(P
G),
√
2)) and
Γ(X,S(Λ2+,
√
2)) of complex structures in A0(Σ+(PG)) and A(δ(PG)) studied
before. Consider the action of the gauge group G := Γ(X,G) on the product
A(δ(PG))×A0(Σ+(PG)) given by
[(A,Ψ), f ] 7−→ (δ(f)(A), f(Ψ)) .
This action admits a (generalized) moment map modulo d+-exact forms
(with respect to the family Γ(X,S(ad+(P
G),
√
2))) which is given by the for-
mula
(A,Ψ) 7−→ F+A − Γ−1(µ0,G(Ψ)) .
1.2.2 Dirac harmonicity and the G-monopole equations
Let PG be a SpinG-bundle. Using the third exact sequence in (∗) sect. 1.1,
we see that the data of a connection in PG is equivalent to the data of a
pair consisting of a connection in PG ×pi SO, and a connection in δ(PG).
In particular, if PG −→ Pg is a SpinG(n)-structure in the frame bundle of
an oriented Riemannian n-manifold X , then the data of a connection A in
δ(G) is equivalent to the data of a connection BA in P
G lifting the Levi-
Civita connection in Pg. Suppose now that n = 4, and denote as usual by
γ : Λ1 −→ HomG(Σ+(PG)+,Σ−(PG)) the Clifford map of a fixed SpinG(4)-
structure PG
σ−→ Pg, and by Γ : Λ2± −→ ad±(PG) the induced isomorphisms.
We define the Dirac operators 6D±A associated with A ∈ A(δ(PG)) as the com-
position
A0(Σ±(PG)) ∇BA−−−−→ A1(Σ±(PG)) ·γ−−→ A0(Σ∓(PG)) .
We put also
Σ(PG) := Σ+(PG)⊕Σ−(PG) , 6DA := 6D+A⊕ 6D−A : A0(Σ(PG)) −→ A0(Σ(PG)) .
Note that 6DA is a self-adjoint first order elliptic operator.
Definition 1.2.4 A pair (A,Ψ) ∈ A(PG) × A0(Σ(PG)) will be called (Dirac)
harmonic if 6DAΨ = 0.
The harmonicity condition is obviously invariant with respect to the gauge
group G(PG) := Γ(X,G(PG)). The monopole equations associated to σ couple
the two gauge invariant equations we introduced above: the vanishing of the
”moment map ” (cf. 1.4.1) of the gauge action with respect to the family
of complex structures Γ(X,S(ad+(P
G),
√
2)) in the affine space A(δ(PG)) ×
A0(Σ+(PG)) and the Dirac harmonicity.
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Definition 1.2.5 Let PG σ−→ P be a SpinG(4)-structure on the compact ori-
ented Riemannian 4-manifold X. The associated Seiberg-Witten equations for
a pair (A,Ψ) ∈ A(δ(PG))×A0(Σ+(PG)) are{ 6DAΨ = 0
Γ(F+A ) = µ0,G(Ψ)
(SW σ)
The solutions of these equations modulo the gauge group will be called G-
monopoles.
The case G = S1 corresponds to the classical (abelian) Seiberg-Witten the-
ory. The case G = SU(2) was extensively studied in [OT5], and from a physical
point view in [LM].
Remark 1.2.6 If the Lie algebra g of G has non-trivial center z(g), then the
moment map of the gauge action in A0(Σ+(PG)) is not unique. In this case it
is more natural to consider the family of equations{ 6DAΨ = 0
Γ(F+A ) = µ0,G(Ψ) + β ,
(SW σβ )
obtained by adding in the second equation a section
β ∈ A0(ad+(PG)⊗ z(g)) ≃ A2+(X, z(g)) .
In the case G = S1 the equations of this form are called twisted monopole
equations [OT6]. If b+(X) = 1, the invariants defined using moduli spaces of
twisted monopoles depend in an essential way on the twisting term β ([LL],
[OT6]).
The particular case G = U(2) requires a separate discussion, since in this
case δ(U(2)) ≃ PU(2) × S1 and, correspondingly, the bundle δ(Pu) associated
with a SpinU(2)(4)-structure Pu σ−→ Pg splits as the product
δ(Pu) = δ¯(Pu)×X det(Pu)
of a PU(2)-bundle with a U(1)-bundle. The data of a connection in Pu lifting
the Levi-Civita connection in Pg is equivalent to the data of a pair A = (A¯, a)
formed by a connection A¯ in δ¯(Pu) and a connection a in det(Pu). An alter-
native approach regards the connection a ∈ A(det(Pu)) as a parameter (not an
unknown !) of the equations, and studies the corresponding monopole equations
for a pair (A¯,Ψ) ∈ A(δ¯(Pu))×A0(Σ+).{ 6DA¯,aΨ = 0
Γ(F+
A¯
) = µ0,0(Ψ)
(SW σa )
Here 6DA¯,a denotes the Dirac operator associated to the connection in Pu which
lifts the Levi-Civita connection in Pg, the connection A¯ in the PU(2)-bundle
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δ¯(Pu) and the connection a in the S1-bundle detPu; the quadratic map µ0,0
sends a spinor Ψ ∈ A0(Σ+(Pu)) to the projection of the endomorphism (Ψ ⊗
Ψ¯) ∈ A0(Herm(Σ+(Pu))) on A0(ad+(Pu)⊗ |g0(Pu)).
The natural gauge group which lets invariant the equations is the group
G0(Pu) := Γ(X,G0(Pu)) of automorphisms of the bundle Pu over the bundle-
product Pg×X det(Pu),and −µ0,0 is the Γ(X,S(ad+,
√
2))-moment map for the
G0(Pu)-action in the configuration space. There is no ambiguity in choosing the
moment map of the G0(Pu)-action, so there is no natural way to perturb these
equations besides varying the connection-parameter a ∈ A(det(Pu)).
Since the connection-component of the unknown is a PU(2)-connection,
these equations will be called the PU(2)-monopole equations, and its solutions
modulo the gauge group G0(Pu) will be called PU(2)-monopoles.
Note that if the SpinU(2)(4)-structure Pu −→ Pg is associated with the pair
(P c −→ Pg, E) (Proposition 1.1.11), the quadratic map µ0,0 sends a spinor
Ψ ∈ A0 (Σ+(P c)⊗ [E∨ ⊗ det(Pu)]) to the projection of
(Ψ ⊗ Ψ¯) ∈ A0 (Herm (Σ+(P c)⊗ [E∨ ⊗ det(Pu)]))
on A0 (su(Σ+)⊗ su([E∨ ⊗ det(Pu)]).
Remark 1.2.7 The data of a Spinh(4)-structure in X is equivalent to the data
of SpinU(2)-structure Pu σ−→ P together with a trivialization of the S1-bundle
det(Pu). The corresponding SU(2)-Seiberg-Witten equations coincide with the
PU(2)-equations SW σθ associated with the trivial connection θ in the trivial
bundle det(Pu).
We shall always regard the SU(2)-monopole equations as special PU(2)-
monopole equations. In particular we shall use the notation µ0,G = µ0,0 if G is
the gauge group associated with a Spinh(4)-structure.
Remark 1.2.8 The moduli space of PU(2)-monopoles of the form (A¯, 0) can
be identified with a moduli space of anti-selfdual PU(2)-connections, modulo
the gauge group G0. The natural morphism of G0 into the usual PU(2)-gauge
group of bundle automorphisms of δ¯(Pu) is a local isomorphism but in general
it is not surjective (see [LT] ). Therefore the space of PU(2)-monopoles of the
form (A¯, 0) is a finite cover of the corresponding Donaldson moduli space of
PU(2)-instantons.
Remark 1.2.9 Let G be a compact Lie group endowed with a central invlotion
ι and an arbitrary unitary representation ρ : G −→ U(V ) with ρ(ι) = −idV .
One can associate to any SpinG(4)-bundle the spinor bundles Σ± of standard
fibre H± ⊗ V . Endow the Lie algebra g with an ad-invariant metric. Then
one can define µ0,G using the adjoint of the map g −→ u(V ) instead of the
orthogonal projection, and the G-monopole equations have sense in this more
general framework.
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1.2.3 Reductions
Let H ⊂ G ⊂ U(V ) be a closed subgroup of G with −idV ∈ H . Let PG σ−→ P
be a SpinG-structure in the SO-bundle bundle P .
Definition 1.2.10 A SpinH-reduction of σ is a subbundle PH of PG with
structure group SpinH ⊂ SpinG.
Note that such a reduction PH →֒ PG defines a reduction δ(PH) →֒ δ(PG)
of the structure group of the bundle δ(PG) from G
/
Z2
to H
/
Z2
, hence it defines
in particular an injective linear morphism A(δ(PH)) →֒ A(δ(PG)) between the
associated affine spaces of connections.
Let now V0 be an H-invariant subspace of V .
Consider a SpinG(4)-structure PG σ−→ P in the SO(4)-bundle P , and a
SpinH(4)-reduction PH
ρ→֒ PG of σ. Let Σ±(PH , V0) be the spinor bundles
associated with PH and the SpinH(4)-representation in H± ⊗C V0.
The inclusion V0 ⊂ V induces bundle inclusions of the associated spinor
bundles Σ±(PH , V0) →֒ Σ±(PG). Suppose now that Pg is the frame-bundle of a
compact oriented Riemannian 4-manifold, choose A ∈ A(δ(PH)) ⊂ A(δ(PG)),
and let be BA ∈ A(δ(PG)) be the induced connection. Then the spinor bundles
Σ±(PH , V0) become BA-parallel subbundles of Σ±(PG), and the Dirac operator
6DA : Σ(PG) −→ Σ(PG)
maps Σ(PH , V0) into itself. Therefore the set of Dirac-harmonic pairs associated
with (σ◦ρ, V0) can be identified with a subset of the set of Dirac-harmonic pairs
associated with (σ, V ).
The group G acts on the set
{(H,V0)| H ⊂ G closed subgroup, V0 ⊂ V is H − invariant} .
of subpairs of (G, V ) by [g, (H,V0)] 7−→ (Adg(H), g(V0)). Moreover, for any
SpinH(4)-reduction PH →֒ PG of σ and any element g ∈ G we get a reduction
PAdg(H) →֒ PG of σ and subbundles Σ±(PAdg(H), g(V0)) of the spinor bundles
Σ±(PG).
Definition 1.2.11 A subpair (H,V0) of (G, V ) with −idV ∈ H will be called
admissible and µG|V0 takes values in h or, equivalently, if 〈ik(v), v〉 = 0 for all
k ∈ h⊥g and v ∈ V0.
Therefore, if (H,V0) is admissible, then µG|V0 can be identified with the moment
map µH associated with the H-action in V0 (with respect to the metric in
hinduced from g– see Remark 1.2.9). If generally E is a system of equations on
a configuration space A we denote by AE the space of solutions of this system,
enowed with the induced topology.
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Proposition 1.2.12 Let (H,V0) be an admissible subpair of (G, V ). A
SpinH(4)-reduction PH ρ−→ PG of the SpinG(4)-structure PG σ−→ Pg induces
an inclusion[A(δ(PH)) ×A0(Σ+(PH))]SWσ◦ρ ⊂ [A(δ(PG))×A0(Σ+(PG))]SWσ
which is equvariant with respect to the actions of the two gauge groups.
Definition 1.2.13 Let (H,V0) be an admissible subpair. A solution (A,Ψ) ∈[A(δ(PG))×A0(Σ+(PG))]SWσ will be called reducible of type (H,V0), if it be-
longs to the image of such an inclusion, for a suitable reduction PH ρ−→ PG.
If (H,V0) is admissible, H ⊂ H ′ and V0 is H ′-invariant, then (H ′, V0) is also
admissible. An admissible pair (H,V0) will be called minimal if H is minimal in
the set of closed subgroups H ′ ⊂ G such that (H ′, V0) is an admissible subpair
of (G, V ). The sets of (minimal) admissible pairs is invariant under the natural
G-action. We list the conjugacy classes of proper minimal admissible subpairs
in the cases (SU(2),C⊕2) = (Sp(1),H), (U(2),C⊕2), (Sp(2),H⊕2). Fix first the
maximal tori
TSU(2) :=
{(
z 0
0 z−1
)
|z ∈ S1
}
, TU(2) :=
{(
u 0
0 v
)
|u, v ∈ S1
}
TSp(2) :=
{(
u 0
0 v
)
|u, v ∈ S1
}
On the right we list the minimal admissible subpairs of the pair on the left:
(SU(2),C⊕2) : ({±1} , {0})
(TSU(2) , C⊕ {0})
(U(2),C⊕2) : ({±1} , {0})
({(
ζ 0
0 ±1
)
|ζ ∈ S1
}
, C× {0}
)
(Sp(2),H⊕2) : ({±1} , {0})
({(
ζ 0
0 ±1
)
|ζ ∈ TSp(1)
}
, C⊕ {0H}
)
({(
ζ 0
0 ±1
)
|ζ ∈ Sp(1)
}
, H⊕ {0H}
)
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Remark 1.2.14 Fix a maximal torus T of G with Lie algebra t, and let W ⊂ t∨
be the weights of the induced T -action in V . Let V =
⊕
α∈W
Vα be the corre-
sponding decomposition of V in weight spaces. If (T, V ′) is a subpair of (G, V ),
then V ′ must be a sum of weight subspaces, i.e. there exist W′ ⊂ W such that
V ′ =
⊕
α∈W′
V ′α, with 0 6= V ′α ⊂ Vα. When G is one of the classical groups SU(n),
U(n), Sp(n) and V the corresponding canonical G-module, it follows easily that
(T, V ′) is admissible iff |W′| = 1. Notice that there is a natural action of the
Weil group N(T )
/
T in the set of abelian subpairs of the form (T, V
′).
The case of the PU(2)-monopole equations needs a separate discussion: Fix
a SpinU(2)(4)-structure σ : Pu −→ Pg in Pg and a connection a in the line
bundle det(Pu). In this case the admissible pairs are by definition equivalent to
one of
(H, {0}) , H ⊂ U(2) with− idV ∈ H ; (TU(2),C⊕ {0})
An abelian reduction PTU(2)
ρ→֒ Pu of σ gives rise to a pair of Spinc-
structures (c1 : P
c
1 −→ Pg, c2 : P c2 −→ Pg) whose determinant line bundles
come with an isomorphism det(P c1 ) ⊗ det(P c2 ) = [det(Pu)]2. Moreover, the
PU(2)-bundle δ¯(Pu) comes with an S1-reduction δ¯(Pu) = PS
1×αPU(2) where
[PS
1
]2 = det(P c1 )⊗det(P c2 )−1 and α : S1 −→ PU(2) is the standard embedding
ζ 7−→
[(
ζ 0
0 1
)]
. Since we have fixed the connection a in det(Pu), the data of
a connection A¯ ∈ A(δ¯(Pu)) which reduces to PTU(2) via ρ is equivalent to the
data of a connection a1 ∈ A(det(P c1 )).
Moreover, we have a natural parallel inclusion Σ±(P c1 ) ⊂ Σ±(Pu). Consider
the following twisted abelian monopole equations [OT6] for a pair (A1,Ψ1) ∈
A(det(P c1 ))×A0(Σ±(P c1 )){ 6DA1Ψ1 = 0
Γ(F+A1) = (Ψ1Ψ¯1)0 + Γ(F
+
a ) .
(SW c1
Γ(F+a )
)
Taking in Remark 1.2.6 as twisting term the form β = Γ(F+a ), we get
Proposition 1.2.15 A SpinTU(2)-reduction PTU(2)
ρ→֒ Pu of the SpinU(2)(4)-
structure Pu σ−→ Pg induces an inclusion
[A(det(P c1 ))×A0(Σ+(P c1 ))]SW c1Γ(F+a ) ⊂ [A(δ¯(Pu))×A0(Σ+(Pu))]SWσa
which is equivariant with respect to the actions of the two gauge groups.
The fact that the Donaldson (PU(2)-) SU(2)-moduli space is contained in
the space of (PU(2)-) SU(2)-monopoles, and that (twisted) abelian monopoles
arise as abelian reductions in the space of (PU(2)) SU(2)-monopoles suggests
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that these moduli spaces can be used to prove the equivalence between the two
theories [OT5].
This idea can be applied to get information about the Donaldson invari-
ants associated with larger symmetry groups G by relating these invariants to
Seiberg-Witten type invariants associated with smaller symmetry groups. In
order to do this, one has first to study invariants associated to the moduli
spaces of reducible solutions of all possible types in a suitable moduli space of
G-monopoles.
1.2.4 Moduli spaces of G-monopoles
Let A be the configuration space of one of the monopole equations SW in-
troduced in sect. 1.2.2.: For the equations SW σβ associated with a Spin
G(4)-
structure σ : PG −→ Pg in (X, g) and a section β ∈ A0(ad+(PG) ⊗ z(g)),
the space A coincides with A(δ(PG)) × A0(Σ+(PG)); in the case of PU(2)-
monopole equations SW σa associated to a Spin
U(2)(4)-structure σ : Pu −→ Pg
and an abelian connection a ∈ A(det(Pu)) the configuration space isA(δ¯(Pu))⊗
A0(Σ+(Pu)). In this section, we denote by G the gauge group corresponding to
the monopole equation SW , i.e. G = G(PG) if SW = SW σβ and G = G0(Pu) in
the PU(2)-case SW = SW σa . The Lie algebra Lie(G) of G is Γ(X, |g(PG)) in the
first case and Γ(X, |g0(P
u)) in the second.
The corresponding moduli space of G-monopoles is defined as a topological
space by
M := ASW/G .
There is a standard way of describing the local structure of M, which was
extensively described in the cases G = S1, G = U(2) in [OT1] and in the case
G = SU(2) (which is similar to the PU(2)-case) in [OT5] (see [DK], [K], [LT],
[M] for the instanton case and for the classical case of holomorphic bundles).
We explain briefly the general strategy:
Let p = (A,Ψ) ∈ ASW . The infinitesimal action of Lie(G) and the differen-
tial of SW in p define a ”elliptic deformation complex”
0 −→ C0p D
0
p−−→ C1p D
1
p−−→ C2p −→ 0 (Cp)
where:
C0p = Lie(G) = Γ(X, g(PG)) ( or Γ(X, g0(Pu)) in the PU(2)-case),
C1p = Tp(A) = A1(|g(PG)) ⊕ A0(Σ+(PG)) (or A1(|g0(Pu)) ⊕ A0(Σ+(Pu)) in the
PU(2)-case),
C2p = A
0(ad+(P
G)⊗|g(PG))⊕A0(Σ−(PG)) (orA0(ad+(Pu)⊗|g0(Pu))⊕A0(Σ−(Pu))
in the PU(2)-case),
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D0p(f) := f
#
p = (−dAf, fΨ),
D1p(α, ψ) := dpSW (α, ψ) =
(
Γ(d+Aα)−m(ψ,Ψ)−m(Ψ, ψ), γ(α)Ψ + 6DA(ψ)
)
.
Here m is the sesquilinear map associated with the quadratic map µ0,G (or µ0,0
in the PU(2)-case).
The index χ of this elliptic complex is called the expected dimension of
the moduli space and can be easily computed by Atiyah-Singer Index-Theorem
[LMi] in terms of characteristic classes of X and vector bundles associated with
PG.
We give the result in the case of the PU(2)-monopole equations:
χ(SW σa ) =
1
2
(−3p1(δ¯(Pu)) + c1(det(Pu))2)− 1
2
(3e(X) + 4σ(X))
The same methods as in [OT5] give:
Proposition 1.2.16
1. The stabilizer Gp of p is a finite dimensional Lie group isomorphic to a
subgroup of G which acts in a natural way in the harmonic spaces Hi(Cp), i =
0, 1, 2.
2. There exists a neighbourhood Vp of P in M, a Gp-invariant neighbourhood
Up of 0 in H
1(Cp), a Gp-equivariant real analytic map Kp : Up −→ H2(Cp) with
Kp(0) = 0, dKp(0) = 0 and a homeomorphism:
Vp ≃ Z(Kp)
/
Gp .
The homeomorphisms in the proposition above define a structure of a smooth
manifold of dimension χ in the open set
Mreg = {[p] ∈M| Gp = {1}, H2(Cp) = 0}
of regular points, and a structure of a real analytic orbifold in the open set of
points with finite stabilizers.
Note that the stabilizer of a solution of the form (A, 0) contains always
{±id}, hence M has at least Z2-orbifold singularities in the Donaldson points
(see Remark 1.2.8).
As in the instanton case, the moduli space M is in general non-compact.
The construction of an Uhlenbeck-type compactification is treated in [T1], [T2].
2 PU(2)-Monopoles and stable oriented pairs
In this section we show that the moduli spaces of PU(2)-monopoles on a compact
Ka¨hler surface have a natural complex geometric description in terms of stable
oriented pairs. We explain first briefly, following [OT5], the concept of oriented
pair and we indicate how moduli space of simple oriented pairs are constructed.
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Next we restrict ourselves to the rank 2-case and we introduce the concept of
stable oriented pair; the stability property we need [OT5] does not depend on
a parameter and is an open property. An algebraic geometric approach can be
found in [OST].
In section 2.2 we give a complex geometric description of the moduli spaces
of irreducible PU(2)-monopoles on a Ka¨hler surface in terms of moduli spaces
of stable oriented pairs. This description is used to give an explicit description
of a moduli space of PU(2)-monopoles on P2.
2.1 Simple, strongly simple and stable oriented pairs
Let (X, g) be a compact Ka¨hler manifold of dimension n, E a differentiable
vector bundle of rank r on X , and L = (L, ∂¯L) a fixed holomorphic structure
in the determinant line bundle L := detE. We recall (see [OT5]) the following
fundamental definition:
Definition 2.1.1 An oriented pair of type (E,L) is a pair (E , ϕ), where E is
a holomorphic structure in E such that det E = L, and ϕ ∈ H0(E). Two
oriented pairs (E1, ϕ1), (E2, ϕ2) of type (E,L) are called isomorphic if they are
congruent modulo the natural action of the group Γ(X,SL(E)) of differentiable
automorphism of E of determinant 1.
Therefore we fix the underlying C∞-bundle and the holomorphic determinant
line bundle (not only its isomorphism type !) of the holomorphic bundles we
consider.
An oriented pair p = (E , ϕ) is called simple if its stabilizer Γ(X,SL(E))p is
contained in the center Zr idE of Γ(X,SL(E)), and is called strongly simple if
its stabilizer is trivial.
The first property has an equivalent infinitesimal formulation: the pair (E , ϕ)
is simple if and only if any trace-free holomorphic endomorphism of E with
f(ϕ) = 0 vanishes.
In [OT5] it was shown that
Proposition 2.1.2 There exists a (possibly non-Hausdorff) complex analytic
orbifold Ms(E,L) parameterizing isomorphism classes of simple oriented pairs
of type (E,L). The open subset Mss(E,L) ⊂ Ms(E,L) consisting of strongly
simple pairs is a complex analytic space, and the points inMs(E,L)\Mss(E,L)
have neighbourhoods modeled on Z/r-quotients.
If E is holomorphic bundle we denote by S(E) the set of reflexive subsheaves
F ⊂ E with 0 < rk(F) < rk(E). Once we have fixed a section ϕ ∈ H0(E), we
put
Sϕ(E) := {F ∈ S(E)| ϕ ∈ H0(X,F)} .
We recall (see [B]) that E is called ϕ-stable if
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max(µg(E), sup
F ′∈S(E)
µg(F ′)) < infF∈Sϕ(E)µg(
E/F ) ,
where for a nontrivial torsion free coherent sheaf F , µg(F) denotes its slope
with respect to the Ka¨hler metric g. If the real number λ belongs to the in-
terval
(
max(µg(E), sup
F ′∈S(E)
µg(F ′)), infF∈Sϕ(E)µg(
E/F )
)
, the pair (E , ϕ) is called
λ-stable.
If M is a holomorphic line bundle and ϕ ∈ H0(M) \ {0}, then (M, ϕ) is
λ-stable iff µg(M) < λ.
The correct definition of the stability property for oriented pairs of arbi-
trary rank is a delicate point [OST]. The definition must agree in the algebraic-
projective case with the corresponding GIT-stability condition. On the other
hand, in the case r = 2 the definition simplifies considerably and this case is
completely sufficient for our purposes. Therefore from now on we assume r = 2,
and we recall from [OT5] the following
Definition 2.1.3
An oriented pair (E , ϕ) of type (E,L) is called stable if one of the following
conditions holds:
I. E is ϕ-stable,
II. ϕ 6= 0 and E splits in direct sum of line bundles E = E1 ⊕ E2, such that
ϕ ∈ H0(E1) and the pair (E1, ϕ) is µg(E)-stable.
A holomorphic pair (E , ϕ) of type (E,L) is called polystable if it is stable, or
ϕ = 0 and E is a polystable bundle.
Remark 2.1.4 An oriented pair (E , ϕ) of type (E,L) with ϕ 6= 0 is stable iff
µg(OX(Dϕ)) < µg(E), where Dϕ is the divisorial component of the vanishing
locus Z(ϕ). An oriented pair of the form (E , 0) is stable iff the holomorphic
bundle E is stable.
2.2 The projective vortex equation and stability of ori-
ented pairs
The stability property for holomorphic bundles has a well known differential
geometric characterization: an holomorphic bundle is stable if and only if it
is simple and admits a Hermite-Einstein metric (see for instance [DK], [LT]).
Similarly, an holomorphic pair (E , ϕ) is λ-stable if and only it is simple and E
admits a Hermitian metric satisfying the vortex equation associated with the
constant t = 4piλ
V olg(X)
[B]. All these important results are infinite dimensional
extensions of the metric characterization of stability (see [MFK], [DK]).
The same approach gives in the case of oriented pairs the following differen-
tial geometric interpretation of stability [OT5]:
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Let E be a differentiable rank 2 vector bundle over a compact Ka¨hler man-
ifold (X, g), L a holomorphic structure in L := det(E) and l a fixed Hermitian
metric in L.
Theorem 2.2.1 An holomorphic pair (E , ϕ) of type (E,L) with rk(E) = 2 is
polystable iff E admits a Hermitian metric h with deth = l which solves the
following projective vortex equation:
iΛgF
0
h +
1
2
(ϕϕ¯h)0 = 0 . (V )
If (E , ϕ) is stable, then the metric h is unique.
Remark 2.2.2 With an appropriate definition of (poly)stability of oriented pairs
[OST], the theorem holds for arbitrary rank r.
Denote by λ ∈ A(L) the the Chern connection of L associated with the
metric l. Let A¯∂¯λ be the space of semiconnections in E which induce the fixed
semiconnection ∂¯λ in L.
Fix a Hermitian metric H in E with detH = l and denote by Aλ the
space of unitary connections in E with induce the fixed connection λ in L.
There is an obvious identification Aλ ≃−→ A¯∂¯λ , C 7−→ ∂¯C which endows the
affine space Aλ with a complex structure compatible with the standard L2
euclidean structure. Therefore, after suitable Sobolev completions, the product
Aλ × A0(E) = A¯∂¯λ × A0(E) becomes a Hilbert Ka¨hler manifold. Let G0 :=
Γ(X,SU(E)) be the gauge group of unitary automorphisms of determinant 1 in
(E,H) and let GC0 := Γ(X,SL(E)) be its complexification.
Remark 2.2.3 The map m : Aλ ×A0(E) −→ A0(su(E)) defined by
m(C,ϕ) = ΛgF
0
C −
i
2
(ϕϕ¯H)0
is a moment map for the G0-action in the Ka¨hler manifold Aλ ×A0(E)
If E is a holomorphic structure in E with det E = L we denote by CE ∈ Aλ
the Chern connection defined be E and the fixed metric H . The map (E , ϕ) 7−→
(CE , ϕ) identifies the set of oriented pairs of type (E,L) with the subspace Z(j)
of the affine space Aλ ×A0(E) which is cut-out by the integrability condition
j(C,ϕ) := (F 02C , ∂¯Cϕ) = 0
Definition 2.2.4 A pair (C,ϕ) ∈ Aλ × A0(E) will be called irreducible if any
C-parallel endomorphism f ∈ A0(su(E)) with f(ϕ) = 0 vanishes.
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This notion of (ir)reducibility must not be confused with that one introduced in
section 1.2.3, which depends on the choice of an admissible pair. For instance,
irreducible pairs can be abelian.
The theorem above can now be reformulated as follows:
Proposition 2.2.5 An oriented pair (E , ϕ) of type (E,L) is polystable if and
only if the complex orbit GC0 · (CE , ϕ) ⊂ Z(j) intersects the vanishing locus Z(m)
of the moment map m. (E , ϕ) is stable if and only if it is polystable and (CE , ϕ)
is irreducible.
It can be easily seen that the intersection
[GC0 · (CE , ϕ)]∩Z(m) of a complex
orbit with the vanishing locus of the moment map is either empty or coincides
with a real orbit. Moreover, using the proposition above one can prove that
the set Z(j)st of stable oriented pairs is an open subset of the set Z(j)s of
simple oriented pairs. The quotient Z(j)
s/
GC0 can be identified with the moduli
space Ms(E,L) of simple oriented pairs of type (E,L). The open subspace
Mst(E,L) := Z(j)st/GC0 ⊂ Ms(E,L) will be called the moduli space of stable
oriented pairs, and comes with a natural structure of a Hausdorff complex space.
The same methods as in [DK], [LT], [OT1] give finally the following
Theorem 2.2.6 The identification map (C,ϕ) 7−→ (∂¯C , ϕ) induces an isomor-
phism of real analytic spaces Z(j,m)
ir/
G0 ≃−→
Z(j)st/
GC0 = M
st(E,L), where
Z(j,m)ir denotes the locally closed subspace consisting of irreducible oriented
pairs solving the equations j(C,ϕ) = 0, m(C,ϕ) = 0.
2.3 Decoupling the PU(2)-monopole equations
Let (X, g) be a Ka¨hler surface and let P can −→ Pg be the associated canonical
Spinc(4)-structure whose spinor bundles are Σ+ = Λ00 ⊕ Λ02, Σ− = Λ01. By
Propositions 1.1.11, 1.1.7 it follows that the data of a SpinU(2)(4)-structure
in (X, g) is equivalent to the data of a Hermitian 2-bundle E. The bundles
associated with the SpinU(2)(4)-structure σ : Pu −→ Pg corresponding to E
are:
det(Pu) = detE ⊗KX , δ¯(Pu) = PE
/
S1
,
Σ±(Pu) = Σ± ⊗ E∨ ⊗ det(Pu) = Σ± ⊗ E ⊗KX ; Σ+(Pu) = E ⊗KX ⊕ E .
Suppose that det(Pu) ∈ NS(X) and fix an integrable connection a ∈ A(det(Pu)).
Denote by c ∈ A(KX) the Chern connection in KX , by λ := a⊗ c¯ the induced
connection in det(E) = det(Pu) ⊗ K¯X and by L the corresponding holomor-
phic structure in this line bundle. Identify the affine space A(δ¯(Pu)) with
Aλ⊗c⊗2(E ⊗ KX) and the space of spinors A0(Σ+(Pu)) with the direct sum
A0(E ⊗KX)⊕A0(E) = A0(E ⊗KX)⊕A02(E ⊗KX). The same computations
as in Proposition 4.1 [OT5] gives the following decoupling theorem:
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Theorem 2.3.1 A pair
(C,ϕ + α) ∈ Aλ⊗c⊗2(E ⊗KX)×
(
A0(E ⊗KX)⊕A02(E ⊗KX)
)
solve the PU(2)-monopole equations SW σa if and only if the connection C is
integrable and one of the following conditions is fulfilled:
1) α = 0, ∂¯Cϕ = 0 and iΛgF
0
C +
1
2
(ϕϕ¯)0 = 0 ,
2) ϕ = 0, ∂Cα = 0 and iΛgF
0
C −
1
2
∗ (α ∧ α¯)0 = 0 ,
Using Theorem 2.2.5 we get
Remark 2.3.2 The moduli space (Mσa)irα=0 of irreducible solutions of type 1)
can be identified with the moduli space Mst(E ⊗KX ,L ⊗K⊗2X ).
The moduli space (Mσa)irϕ=0 of irreducible solutions of type 2) can be identified
with the moduli space Mst(E∨,L∨) via the map (C,α) 7−→ (C¯ ⊗ c, α¯).
Concluding, we get the following simple description of the moduli spaceMσa
in terms of moduli spaces of stable oriented pairs.
Corollary 2.3.3 Suppose that the SpinU(2)(4)-structure σ : Pu −→ Pg is as-
sociated to the pair (P can −→ Pg, E), where P can −→ Pg is the canonical
Spinc(4)-structure of the Ka¨hler surface (X, g) and E is a Hermitian rank 2
bundle. Let a ∈ A(det(Pu)) be an integrable connection and L the holomorphic
structure in detE = det(Pu) ⊗K∨X defined by a and the Chern connection in
KX . Then the moduli space Mσa decomposes as a union of two Zariski closed
subspaces
Mσa = (Mσa)α=0
⋃
(Mσa)ϕ=0
which intersect along the Donaldson moduli space D(δ(Pu)) ⊂Mσa (see Remark
1.2.8). There are canonical real analytic isomorphisms
(Mσa)irα=0 ≃Mst(E ⊗KX ,L⊗K⊗2X ) , (Mσa)irϕ=0 =Mst(E∨,L∨)
Using Remark 1.2.7, we recover the main result (Theorem 7.3) in [OT5]
stated for quaternionic monopoles.
Example: (R. Plantiko) On P2 endowed with the standard Fubini-Study met-
ric g consider the SpinU(2)(4)-structure Pu −→ Pg with c1(det(Pu)) = 4,
p1(δ¯(P
u)) = −3. It is easy to see that this SpinU(2)(4)-structure is associ-
ated with the pair (P can −→ Pg, E), where E is a U(2)-bundle with c2(E) = 13,
c1(E) = 7. Therefore E ⊗K has c1(E ⊗K) = 1, c2(E ⊗K) = 1.
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Using Remark 2.1.4 it is easy to see that any stable oriented pair (F , ϕ) of
type (E ⊗K,O(1)) with ϕ 6= 0 fits in an exact sequence of the form
0 −→ O ϕ−→ F −→ O(1)⊗ Jzϕ −→ 0 ,
where zϕ ∈ P2, c ∈ C and F = TP2(−1) is the unique stable bundle with
c1 = c2 = 1. Moreover, two oriented pairs (F , ϕ), (F , ϕ′) define the same point
in the moduli space of stable oriented pairs of type (E ⊗K,O(1)) if and only if
ϕ′ = ±ϕ. Therefore
Mst(E ⊗K,O(1)) = H0(F)/±id ≃ C3/±id
Studying the local models of the moduli space one can check that the above
identification is a complex analytic isomorphism.
On the other hand every polystable oriented pair of type (E ⊗ K,O(1)) is
stable and there is no polystable oriented pair of type (E∨,O(−7)). This shows
that
Mσa ≃ C
3/
±id
for every integrable connection a ∈ A(det(Pu)). The quotient C3/±id has a
natural compactification C := P3/〈ι〉, where ι is the involution
[x0, x1, x2, x3] 7−→ [x0,−x1,−x2,−x3] .
C can be identified with cone over the image of P2 under the Veronese map
v2 : P
2 −→ P5. This compactification coincides with the Uhlenbeck compactifica-
tion of the moduli space [T1], [T2]. Let now σ′ : P ′u −→ Pg be the SpinU(2)(4)-
structure in P2 with det(P ′u) = det(Pu), p1(δ(P ′u)) = +1. It is easy to see
by the same method that Mσ′a consists of only one point, which is the abelian
solution associated with the stable oriented pair (O⊕O(1), idO). Via the isomor-
phism explained in Proposition 1.2.15,Mσ′a corresponds to the moduli space of
solutions of the (abelian) twisted Seiberg-Witten equations associated with the
canonical Spinc(4)-structure and the positive chamber (see [OT6]). Therefore
Proposition 2.3.4 The Uhlenbeck compactification of the moduli space Mσa
can be identified with the cone C over the image of P2 under the Veronese map
v2. The vertex of the cone corresponds to the unique Donaldson point. The base
of the cone corresponds to the space Mσ′a ×P2 of ideal solutions concentrated in
one point. The moduli space Mσ′a consists of only one abelian point.
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